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.When treated with EC13 at -70°C, canpound 1 undergoes a backbone rearrangement to 
give compound 3 [I 1 Oia the ionic species 2 _. A second derivative Q, was also obtained 
tratio 3/4 : 2711, fig. 1. 

Txe-structure of the latter canpound, C H ClO, Investigated by 300 MHz ‘H MIR. 
indicates a partially rearranged steroid with2$h?5sane primary alcohol function at C-4, 
like 3. A tertiary position for the chlorine atan was deduced from its chemical stability. 

gp to now, the only partially rearranged compounds to be isolated are those arising 
from self-stabilization by proton elimination (21 to give oleflnic products, Because cf 
poor nucleophiliclty, the anionic part of usual acidic reagents to be used (HF (31, H2SC4 
(41, AcOH/TSOH (51, CF3COOH [Ill..1 does not trap any catlonic Intermediary during the pro- 
cess. The use of BC13 gives chlorine Ions in the mixture through organobcrane formation 

with the steroidal CH20 moiety. Its nucleophlliclty 
is important enough to stop the rearrangement by 
trapping one of the cations 2. Based on actual know- 
ledge of the different mechanisms invoked for such 
rearrangement (71. the chlorine atom is expected to 
be located at C-6, C-9, C-IO or C-14 position for a 

responding to a complete rearrangement, 
::E,eI;;zemnr, although, the C-17 p;;:;c;;cof 

In fact, only one canpound is isolated. To detar- 
mine the position of the chlorine atun, an X-ray analysis 

crystallizes from CHCl 

Z = 6, a = II.691 b = 23.651’~ 
space grolp P2 2 2, wit8 

- 14.01 . ’ ’ 
3942 reflections were recorded, in the 6/26 mode, 

on a four-circle computer controlled dlffractaneter 
KuKu radiation, A= 1.5416 A. filtered by a graphite 
monoohrunatorl. The data set was corrected for Lcrentz 

Fig. 1 polarization but not for absorption. 

The structure was solved by application of the multi-solution method (61 with some 
difficulty. The refinement of the atomic positional parameters and individual anisotropic 

thermal factors led to a final R = 5.6 %. All hydrogen atoms, located from difference 
Fourier synthesis, were included In the final stage of the refinement, but their positions 
were not refined. 

The two molecules of the asymmetric unit have the ssane conformation. The ORTEP [IO) 
drawing, fig. 2, of one of the molecules, Indicates clearly the chlorine atan to be 6 on the 
C-14 atom and a cis C/O ring junction. 

As located, this chlorine atom has strong syn-axial interactions leading to a more 
strained situation in 4 than in the more flattaned compound 3. In the same way, the high 
value of the 4/3 ratio To be obtained In the 
basis of a pui;e’-thermodynamic control of the 
migration, which has been recently suggested 
could be involved in our case to be the most 

final step. is raTher unexpected on the simple 
reaction and the hypothesis of a slow Me-18 
(71 in amino-steroid backbone rearrangement, 
important pathway of the compound 2 synthesis. 
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